INDIVIDUALISATION
(based on Audi R8)

Manufacturing of the highest technical level, in conjunction with master craftsmanship and the finest materials - that's the quality benchmark produced by FAB Design with their refinement program for the Audi R8. Harmoniously designed aerodynamic components and distinctive ultralight aluminium rims make up the base, high-quality accessories and stylish interior fittings complement the range. As usual FAB Design relies on the most up-to-date manufacturing processes for their bodywork modifications. Whether carbon fibre front lip or carbon fibre diffuser - all components have been manufactured in lightweight construction. The FAB modifications document sophisticated aerodynamics and underline the sporty and dynamic look of the series bodywork.

The FAB rim program presents itself totally in tune with the individual wishes of the Audi clientele. Striking wheels in 9.5 x 20 inch size for the front axle and 11.5 x 20 inch on the rear axle combine agility and elegance and perfectly fill the wheel arches. Optimum contact with the road is provided by the 255/30R20 front and 305/25R20 rear tyres.
To complement the existing, factory-offered interior fittings there is everything you need to get the pulse racing - from personalised floor mats set right through to complete leather upholstery. All fitting details are manufactured to the highest level of craftsmanship and precision.